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Semantic Web developers seek to make the Web more machine-readable, to let

intelligent agents retrieve and manipulate pertinent information. Achieving this will

require seamless agent integration with the Web and taking full advantage of the exist-

ing infrastructure (such as message sending, security, authentication, directory services,

and application service frameworks). We believe that
the Semantic Web markup language DAML+OIL
(DARPA Agent Markup Language plus Ontology
Inference Layer) will be central to this goal’s real-
ization. The DAML Program aims to develop a
Semantic Web markup language that provides suffi-
cient rules for ontology development and that sup-
ports intelligent agents and other applications.1,2 (For
more information, see the “DAML+OIL” sidebar.)

As part of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County’s role in the DAML Program, we constructed
a fielded application, ITtalks, which facilitates user and
agent interaction for locating talks on information tech-
nology. ITtalks also lets developers design and create
intelligent software agents that can understand and
process information encoded in DAML+OIL or other
semantically rich markup languages. Primarily, we
focused on developing the support and infrastructure
for integrating intelligent agents into the Web. 

ITtalks features
ITtalks is a Web portal that offers access to infor-

mation about talks, seminars, and colloquia related
to information technology. ITtalks users can view
such information as location, speaker, hosting orga-
nization, and talk topic. ITtalks also lets agents
retrieve and manipulate information stored in the
ITtalks knowledge base.

ITtalks uses DAML+OIL for knowledge base rep-
resentation, reasoning, and agent communication
(see Figure 1). We used DAML+OIL to mark up
stored information to provide additional reasoning
capabilities. Additionally, ITtalks uses DAML+OIL

for all communication, including simple messages
and queries, using the ITtalks-defined ontology. 

Personalized accounts
You can access ITtalks anonymously or through a

personalized account. You register by entering infor-
mation manually through Web forms or by providing
the location (URL) of a DAML+OIL personal pro-
file, which could include your location, interests,
contact details, and schedule. Your schedule could
be rudimentary (a list of available time periods for
given days) or significantly more detailed. ITtalks
uses this information to personalize the site, dis-
playing only talks that match your interests, sched-
ule, or both.

Because DAML+OIL is not yet in widespread use,
ITtalks provides a tool for creating a DAML+OIL
personal profile. The tool constructs a profile con-
taining only items that the ITtalks system uses. How-
ever, we believe that the profile will ultimately pro-
vide a unique and universal point for obtaining
personal user information for all information needs,
not just for ITtalks, and could then include any infor-
mation you wish to share. 

Customized domains
To help create a universal resource for the interna-

tional IT research community, we organized ITtalks
around domains, which typically represent event-
hosting organizations such as universities, research
laboratories, or professional groups. A separate Web
site exists per domain, each independently maintained
by a moderator who can define the domain’s scope
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and let other registered users edit talk entries.
For example, the http://umbc.ittalks.org mod-
erator might configure the domain to include
only talks hosted at the University of Mary-
land, Baltimore County (UMBC). 

Multiple access modes
You can access the ITtalks system through

the Web or through agents acting on your
behalf. The Web portal offers features includ-
ing registration, search, entry, and domain
administration. 

To increase interoperability, you can
browse ITtalks information (see Figure 2) in
DAML+OIL, standard HTML with DAML+
OIL annotation, or Wireless Markup Lan-
guage (WML). The ITtalks Web portal can
also generate RDF Site Summary (RSS) files
in response to certain queries. You can use
these RSS files for various external purposes,

such as displaying upcoming talks on a
departmental Web site.

To provide access for agent-based ser-
vices, ITtalks uses Jackal, a communication
infrastructure for Java-based agents devel-
oped by our research group at UMBC.3

Jackal facilitates the use of the Knowledge
Query and Manipulation Language (KQML)
for agent communication.4 We’re adapting
Jackal to the Foundation for Intelligent Phys-
ical Agents (FIPA) standards.5,6 Our research
group, along with other universities, is also
developing a DAML+OIL ontology for the
necessary conversation protocols. 

Interchangeable ontologies
We based ITtalks on a set of ontologies

(http://daml.umbc.edu/ontologies), which
describes talks and the things associated with
them such as people, places, topics and inter-

ests, and schedules. Figure 3 shows some of
the dependencies among these ontologies.
We use the ontologies to represent and
process DAML+OIL descriptions and also
as a conceptual schemata against which we
built the database and various software APIs.

We developed a general ontology for
describing talk and paper topics. This ontol-
ogy contains information required for describ-
ing talks and the relationships among them,
such as “topic,” “supertopic,” and “related-to.”
Using this, we implemented an ontology to
describe IT-related talks based on the ACM
computer classification system (CCS). We are
also developing a DAML+OIL ontology for
IT talks based on a portion of the Open Direc-
tory and are considering additional classifica-
tion ontologies. Figure 4 sketches some of the
major classes and properties. 

We use these topic ontologies to describe
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DAML+OIL (DARPA Agent Markup Language plus Ontology
Inference Layer) is a semantic language being developed by a
consortium of US-based academic and business researchers. The
DAML program (www.daml.org), launched in August 2000,
seeks to address the Web’s limitations in providing machine-
readable and, more importantly, machine-interpretable infor-
mation. DAML+OIL aims to transform the currently human-ori-
ented Web, which is largely used as a text and multimedia
repository, into a Semantic Web as envisioned by Tim Berners-
Lee (see Figure A).1 This process augments Web pages with
additional information to facilitate machine understanding.2

DAML+OIL is built on the capabilities of XML (Extensible
Markup Language) and RDF(S) (Resource Description Frame-
work and Resource Description Framework Schema). These
are XML applications that help provide preliminary facilities
for the Semantic Web.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) developed XML as
a standard for alternative data encoding on the Internet, pri-
marily for machine processing. XML is an application profile of
the well-defined and well-understood syntactic language
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). The XML
standard lets you declare and use simple data structures, which
are stored in machine-readable XML documents.
You could then process or translate the information
in these documents into additional XML documents
that permit human understanding, such as text-to-
voice, graphics, or HTML conversion. However, XML
is defined only at the syntactic level, so you cannot
rely on machines to unambiguously determine the
correct meaning of the tags. Consequently, XML is
not suitable for representing complex knowledge.

The W3C Consortium developed RDF(S) to address
XML deficiencies by adding formal semantics on top
of XML. These two standards provide representation
frameworks for describing relationships (named
properties and values) among resources that resem-
ble representation frameworks of semantic networks
and rudimentary frame languages (such as RDF
Schema). Yet, both standards are still restrictive as

knowledge representation languages because they lack sup-
port for variables, general quantification, rules, and so on.

DAML+OIL tries to build on XML and RDF(S) to produce a lan-
guage that is well suited for building the Semantic Web. It follows
the same path for representing data and information in a docu-
ment as XML and provides rules and definitions similar to RDF(S).
Additionally, DAML+OIL also provides rules for describing further
constraints and relationships among resources, including cardinal-
ity; domain and range restrictions; and union, disjunction, inverse,
and transitive rules. Thus, DAML+OIL endeavors to develop a uni-
versal Semantic Web markup language that can enable machines
to read data and interpret and draw inferences from it.
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talks and the users’ interests throughout the
system. The DAML+OIL ontologies let users
add assertions in DAML+OIL to further char-
acterize their interests. The topic ontologies
support an automated talk classification, for
which we obtained an ACM CCS training col-
lection and are generating an Open Directory
training collection to develop the necessary
components. We are also developing a semi-
automated component that can map topics in
one ontology to topics in another, by using
user-specific mapping believes and by exploit-

ing the fact that each ontology’s nodes have an
associated text collection. 

Data entry support
Although we have simplified data entry—

by supporting automatic form completion
using information from the knowledge base
and the user’s DAML+OIL profile—it still
needs improvement. Therefore, we, along
with the Lockheed Martin research group, are
developing a focused Web spider to collect
talk announcements from open sources on the

Web. This spider will identify and automati-
cally add key information to the ITtalks
knowledge base using Lockheed Martin’s
AeroText information extraction system.

Architecture
ITtalks uses a relational database com-

bined with a Web server to provide user
access to the system. ITtalks also has an
interface for agent-based communication. 

Database
The ITtalks system uses the MySQL rela-

tional database software. We store the con-
tents of the ITtalks knowledge base in a data-
base whose schema is closely mapped to our
ontologies, describing events, people, topics,
and locations. We chose MySQL because of
its known reliability and because we needed
software with a license that lets us offer the
ITtalks package to academic and commer-
cial institutions. We are considering replac-
ing MySQL with a native XML database
software such as dbXML.

Web server
We used a combination of Apache and Tom-

cat as the Web portal servers. This lets us pre-
sent IT talk descriptions to the user through
Java servlets and JavaServer Pages files, which
dynamically generate requested information
in DAML+OIL, XML, HTML, RSS, and
WML. ITtalks can also deliver information
viewable on either a standard, computer-based
phone or a WAP-enabled cellular phone.

A typical scenario
To better portray user interaction with

ITtalks, let’s look at a simple, typical inter-
action. In this scenario, Jim learns from his
colleagues about the ITtalks Web portal as a
source of IT-related events in his area; Jim is
affiliated with Stanford University.

Jim directs his browser to the www.ittalks.
org main page. Seeing a link to http://umbc.
ittalks.org, he selects it and is presented with
a new page listing upcoming talks scheduled
at UMBC, Johns Hopkins University, and
other locations within a 15-mile radius (the
default distance for the UMBC domain).

Jim browses the Web site, viewing announ-
cements matching his interests and preferred
locations (as provided in his explicit search
queries). He requests to view the talk infor-
mation in WML. Finding a talk of potential
interest to a colleague, Jim takes advantage of
the invitation feature, which lets him send an
invitational email to any of his friends for any
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<rdf:RDF>
<rdf:Description about=”&itlink;742”> 
<Talk rdf:parseType="Resource"
<Title>Invisible Web</Title>
<Abstract> 

Accessing information anytime, anywhere has...
</Abstract>
<BeginTime>
<time:Year>2002</time:Year>
<time:Month>01</time:Month> 
<time:Day>17</time:Day>
<time:Hour>12</time:Hour> 
<time:Minute>00</time:Minute>
<time:Second>00</time:Second>

</BeginTime>
<EndTime>
<time:Year>2002</time:Year>
<time:Month>01</time:Month> 
<time:Day>17</time:Day>

<time:Hour>13</time:Hour> 
<time:Minute>00</time:Minute>
<time:Second>00</time:Second>

</EndTime>
<Location rdf:parseType="Resource">
<Institution>UMBC</Institution>
<Building>Math-Physics</Building>
<Room>401</Room>
<Street1>1000 Hilltop Circle</Street1>
<City>Baltimore</City>
<State>MD</State>
<Zip>21250</Zip>
<Country>USA</Country>

</Location>
… 

<Talk>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

Figure 2. An example of DAML+OIL-encoded knowledge.
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of the listed talks. Finally, using the Personal-
ize link on the bottom of the page, Jim creates
his own http://ittalks.org main page, by pro-
viding the URL of his DAML+OIL-encoded
profile. This customized page, listing talks
based on his preferences, will be Jim’s entrance
to the ITtalks site whenever he returns.

Agents
We’d like ITtalks to demonstrate, among

other things, how DAML+OIL facilitates
integration of service agents with online
information resources. To this end, and to
extend ITtalks’ capabilities, we defined sev-
eral agents that support ITtalks’ operation.
You can view some as supporting services
(such as external information services); we
assume that others will exist in the general
environment in the future.

ITtalks 
The ITtalks agent is a front end for the

ITtalks system. The agent interacts with

ITtalks through the Web-based interface used
by humans but communicates via an ACL
(Agent Communication Language) with
other agents on the Web. The agent acts pri-
marily as a gateway for agent access and does
not support any advanced functionality.

User
Agent research has long aimed to repre-

sent human users online through agents that
can service queries and filter information for
them. Although ITtalks does not require such
agents to exist, we recognize the power that
such agents add. Therefore, ITtalks supports
interaction with user agents as well as their
human counterparts. The user agent that we
developed understands DAML+OIL, sup-
ports sophisticated reasoning, and commu-
nicates via a standard ACL. It reasons by
means of XSB, a logic programming and
deductive database system for Unix and Win-
dows developed at the State University of
New York, Stony Brook.

Calendar
Although a user agent might contain the

necessary knowledge about its user’s sched-
ule, we believe that it will benefit from
assigning the calendar-based facts and pref-
erences to a separate calendar agent. This lets
the user agent use the same protocol to con-
sult the user calendar and other groups’ or
users’ calendar agents. The calendar agent
can only represent abstraction to an already
existing infrastructure such as Microsoft Out-
look or other desktop–server applications.
The calendar agent can also represent a room
and thus permit reuse of the same principles
of participation and event scheduling.

Classifier
ITtalks uses a classifier, or recommender,

agent that is invoked when a user enters a new
talk. On the basis of the talk’s abstract, the clas-
sifier returns ACM CCS numbers along with a
rank, in descending order. Using a local table
of classification numbers and names, ITtalks
will suggest to the user 10 possible topics.

MapQuest
The MapQuest agent is a wrapper agent

that lets ITtalks use external services. It inter-
acts directly with agents (for example, the
ITtalks and user agents) and accepts requests
for information such as the distance between
two known locations. It then phrases an
appropriate request to the MapQuest system,
parses the results, and generates a response.
We could also generically name this agent a
distance agent and use any external service
(or combination of several, as needed).
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Scenario: Advanced features
We continue our scenario with user Jim to

demonstrate more advanced interactions that
ITtalks offers. Jim has registered with ITtalks
and left instructions for the system to notify
him when certain types of talks are scheduled. 

ITtalks discovers an upcoming talk that
might interest Jim. Based on his preferences,
ITtalks opts to notify Jim’s user agent
directly via an ITtalks agent, which forwards
the message using an ACL. Jim’s user agent
then consults Jim’s calendar agent to deter-
mine his availability and the MapQuest agent
for the distance from Jim’s predicted loca-
tion at the time of the talk (see Figure 5). 

Some more sophisticated interactions,
which we plan to implement, could poten-
tially take place at this time. For example, the
calendar and user agents might decide to alter
Jim’s schedule and contact a colleague’s user
agent. Or, the user agent could request more
information about the speaker and event by
contacting other agents or Web sites, such as
a CiteSeer-based agent.7 Finally, after mak-
ing a decision, the user agent could notify the
ITtalks agent, indicating that Jim will or will
not attend. The ITtalks agent would then
make the appropriate adjustments to the
ITtalks database.

Future implementations might also allow
for even more complex interactions. Say that
a research group employs Jim but has limited
funding. The group lets only one researcher
at a time attend a particular IT event. Conse-
quently, the user agent cannot decide on Jim’s
participation until it interacts with other agents
representing Jim’s employer and colleagues.
In this case, a decision and election of a group
representative requires an interaction involv-
ing an agent virtual community.

The user agent could also benefit from par-
ticipating in virtual communities thanks to
recommendations it obtains from other user
agents. One user agent might recommend an
IT event given its owner’s experiences from
attending a past talk of the same speaker.
Another user agent might decide to share
comparisons of two competing times and
locations for an identical IT event. Yet
another user agent might simply share its
owner’s intension to attend a particular IT
event. Thus, each virtual community mem-
ber could profit from these and other recom-
mendations and reflect these social filtering
methods in its own decisions.

Finally, future implementations might fac-
tor in smart offices.8,9 For example, the
ITtalks agent could directly contact an agent
representing an IT event location. This room
agent could use varying service discovery
techniques10,11 to locate a projector in the
room and instruct it to download a Power-
Point presentation before the speaker’s
arrival. Moreover, the room agent might also
try to contact additional agents in the IT
event’s vicinity to decrease the possible noise
level from other rooms and to verify that a
hallway agent has requested enough refresh-
ments during the event.

Benefits of DAML+OIL
ITtalks benefits significantly from its use of

a semantic markup language. DAML+OIL
specifies the ontologies that we use exten-
sively in our system for personal profiles and
as a content language for agent communica-
tion. Without DAML+OIL, specifying topic
schedules, interests, and assertions would be
very difficult. As an ACL, DAML+OIL offers
more flexible semantics than KIF (Knowl-

edge Interchange Format) or other content
languages that only provide syntax. The
greatest benefit DAML+OIL gives ITtalks is
the ability to interact with any DAML+OIL-
capable agent without human supervision.
Consequently, all these benefits enable more
efficient interaction between the system and
its users—humans or software agents. (See
the “Related Work” sidebar.)

Interoperability standard
Using DAML+OIL lets us easily share

ITtalks content with other DAML+OIL-aware
applications and agents. In the future, we
could also offer a simple extension to let arbi-
trary agents register and interact with ITtalks
for various purposes. For example, a Centau-
rus room manager agent8 could watch ITtalks
for events happening in a particular room to
enable better scheduling. DAML+OIL also
acts as an interoperability standard, by letting
other sites publish announcements marked up
in our ontology, making their talks available
for inclusion in ITtalks.

Agent communication language
In the future Semantic Web, agents will cre-

ate, access, modify, enrich, and manage
DAML+OIL documents as a way to dissemi-
nate and share knowledge. Because DAML+
OIL documents will be the objects of dis-
course, DAML+OIL and ACLs must be suc-
cessfully integrated. Agents will need to
exchange DAML+OIL documents and ex-
change informational attitudes about
DAML+OIL documents. Using an ACL,
agents can talk about DAML+OIL documents.
Thus, we hope to integrate ACL work and con-
cepts with a universe of DAML+OIL content.

Distributed trust and belief
Agents have difficulty knowing what infor-

mation sources (for example, documents,Web
pages, and agents) to believe or trust in an
open, distributed, and dynamic world and how
to integrate potentially contradictory informa-
tion. We can use DAML+OIL to support dis-
tributed trust and reputation management,12,13

by forming the basis of a logic for distributed
belief transfer that will enable more sophisti-
cated, semantically driven rule-based tech-
niques for information integration and fusion.
Distributed trust involves authentification and
access control based on the conformance of a
user’s credentials to a predefined security pol-
icy. We are considering distributed belief as a
way for agents to garner required information.
For example, an agent would believe that the
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http://w3c.org/xml page would always have
current information about XML.

We use DAML+OIL’s expressiveness by
employing it to describe the security policies,
credentials, and trust relationships that form
the basis of trust management. Policies speci-
fied in this way contain semantic meaning,
which facilitates their integration and improved
conflict resolution. Also, other applications
will be able to interpret the agent’s credentials
(such as authorization certificates) correctly,
universalizing these credentials. Similarly,
describing beliefs and associating levels of
trust with them is straightforward, and deduc-
ing belief is uniform for different applications
and services.

Data entry support
ITtalks supports intelligent form filling,

making it easier for users to enter and edit
information in their profiles and talk announce-
ments. Additionally, it provides automatic form
filling when an editor tries to enter informa-
tion about an entity that already exists in the
knowledge base.

Entering talks
To make ITtalks successful, we must sim-

plify the entry of new talk descriptions into the
system. We address this problem using three
complementary approaches: an enhanced Web
interface, acceptance of marked-up announce-
ments, and automated text extraction. DAML+
OIL plays a key role in the first two and is the
target representation for the third.

Enhancing the Web interface
Although our implementation of auto-

matic form filling for entities already entered
in the knowledge base does not directly use
DAML+OIL, it can support a more general-
ized version of a form-filling assistant. This
depends on 

• Tagging Web form widgets with DAML+
OIL descriptions of what they represent

• Capturing dependencies among data items
in DAML+OIL

• Compiling these dependencies into an
appropriate execution form (for example,
JavaScript procedures) that can drive the
Web form interface

Additionally, we plan to investigate mul-
timodal support, where users can enter new
information through keyboard or vocal input.
When filling in a form, the user would speak
to enter data in each field. On receipt of the
voice-filled form, ITtalks would try to infer
the recorded sound’s meaning, obtain addi-
tional information based on the knowledge
and rules stored in the ITtalks system, and
present the user with a completed form for
verification. This enhancement would let
ITtalks provide voice-entry support for
devices with limited keyboard functionality,
such as PDAs or cellular phones.

Text classification
For ITtalks to filter talk announcements

on topic matches, we must know the appro-
priate topics for each talk. Initially, we
required users to manually select appropri-
ate topic categories from the ACM CCS hier-
archy. However, the user faces a daunting
task of navigating a hierarchy of nearly 300

topics, many with unfamiliar meanings. Try-
ing to select their own topics to characterize
their interests can be equally daunting. Ulti-
mately, we would like to use more than one
topic hierarchy to classify both talk topics
and user interests (for example, ACM CCS
and Open Directory nodes), which further
complicates the problem.

To address this, we built an automatic text
classifier to suggest appropriate terms in a
hierarchy for classifying a talk based on its
title and abstract. We used the classifier pack-
age from the Bag Of Words toolkit by Andrew
McCallum at Carnegie Mellon University.
This library provides support for a wide vari-
ety of text classification and retrieval algo-
rithms. We used the Naive Bayes algorithm,
which is widely used in the classification lit-
erature and fairly effective, and was quick to
learn the 285 classes in our test collection. We
plan to use the same classification agent to
suggest interest terms for users based on text
found by searching their Web pages.

Additionally, we are also developing a tool
for mapping multiple ontologies. Such a tool
will, for example, let each user select a pre-
ferred topic ontology on the fly, and the ITtalks
system will immediately adapt and present the
personalized filtering results. As a prototype
of the mapping tool, we chose a semiautomatic
approach that lets users manually select rela-
tions (landmarks) amonγ specific topics across
the ontologies—for example, broader, nar-
rower, and similar. Subsequently, the tool auto-
matically computes the remaining mappings
via the user-specified relations and our auto-
matic text classifier, using training sets of doc-
uments for the ontologies. 
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ITtalks must address two general problems: generating the
Semantic Web markup for talk announcements and integrat-
ing and fusing information from different systems.

ITtalks uses text classification to automatically generate topic
descriptors for markup, using the Carnegie Mellon University
Rainbow program (www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~mccallum/bow). Kamal
Nigam and his colleagues have also written a good reference
for text classification.1

The Lockheed Martin AeroDAML project (http://ubot.
lockheedmartin.com/ubot) offers a more powerful approach
to automatically generating markup for natural language
documents. The project tackles the markup generation
problem by combining its proprietary natural language
processor, AeroText, with the DAML+OIL language for
knowledge representation. Consequently, software agents
can use AeroDAML to automatically annotate existing Web
pages to overcome the syntactic complexity and semantic
ambiguity of otherwise inaccessible information.

ITtalks uses a multiagent systems approach (http://agents.
umbc.edu) to integrate information from different sources.

Specifically, it wraps each information source or destination
with code to enable it to act as an agent. The resulting system
of agents communicates with each other using the Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents (http://fipa.org) agent commu-
nication language and associated standards.

The WebScripter (www.isi.edu/Webscripter) system, developed
at the Univ. of Southern California Information Sciences Institute,
offers another approach to information fusion on the Seman-
tic Web. WebScripter collects DAML-encoded information
from multiple, heterogeneous Web sources and combines
them by extracting and fusing the encoded information into
reports. WebScripter comprises two software components: the
report-authoring environment for defining reports, and the
report instantiation component that generates new reports
from DAML instances and makes them available on the Web.

Reference
1. K. Nigam et al., “Text Classification from Labeled and Unlabeled

Documents Using EM,” Machine Learning, vol. 39, nos. 2–3, 2000,
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The automated mapper then performs two
operations. First, it accepts marked-up an-
nouncements. An easy way to enter new talk
announcements is to supply an already
marked-up document. The ITtalks interface
lets you enter a URL for a talk announcement
marked up in ontologies that ITtalks under-
stands. Currently, these only include the native
ontologies we built for this application. If talk
announcements were available with semantic
markup using other ontologies, we might be
able to provide rules and transformation that
could map or partially map the information
into the ITtalks ontologies. We expect to
encounter such marked-up announcements as
the Semantic Web develops.

In the next step, the automated mapper
automatically extracts the information. We
would like to process talk announcements in
plain text or HTML and automatically iden-
tify and extract the key information. This
would let us fill the ITtalks database with
information obtained from email or Web
announcements. Others have studied the
problem of recognizing and extracting infor-
mation from talk announcements, mostly for
use in a machine learning application.14,15

User profiles
We use personal profiles to help ITtalks

meet individual user requirements. You can
easily share this profile, and the use of
DAML+OIL will allow more expressive
content for schedules, preferences, and inter-
ests. The notion of a personal profile and a
user agent are closely linked; a user might
have one or the other, or both. The profile
would likely express much of the informa-
tion encoded in a user agent’s knowledge
base. Conversely, an agent would likely be
able to answer queries about information in
a profile. 

Future directions
Because most users don’t have personal

agents, we have been developing one that you
can use with this system. However, we’d like
ITtalks to be able to interact with external
agents of any type. The agent we are devel-
oping reasons about the user’s interests,
schedules, and assertions and uses the
MapQuest agent to determine if a user can
attend a particular talk.

We are developing a framework to use
DAML+OIL in distributed trust and belief.
DAML+OIL expressions on a Web page that
encodes an agent’s statement or other speech
act are signed to provide authentication and

integrity. We are working on an ontology for
the description of permissions, obligations, and
policies in DAML+OIL, which will support
their use, exchange, and delegation by agents.

To make the data entry process more effi-
cient, we are developing a focused Web spi-
der, which will collect talk announcements
from the source and identify key information
using a text extraction system. The spider
will add all found and relevant information
to the ITtalks knowledge base.

In the future, all services that require per-
sonal user information should access the
same user profile, eliminating the need to
repeatedly enter the same information for a
multitude of services. We believe that the
new standard for XML Signature and
Encryption under development might pro-
vide a mechanism by which users could con-
trol access to different parts of their profile.

Our system demonstrates the value of
markup languages to the Semantic

Web through its ability to improve Web agent
functionality and to represent ontologies and
ACLs. Each ITtalks Web page contains the
necessary information for an agent to retrieve
the page’s DAML+OIL-encoded description
and a responsible agent’s contact information
to provide more effective conversation. ITtalks
thus gives each agent the ability to retrieve and
manipulate all ITtalks-related information
through a Web site interface or a direct agent-
to-agent conversation. Hence, by combining
the features of existing Web applications with
the DAML+OIL-based knowledge and rea-
soning capabilities, we believe ITtalks pre-
sents a true Semantic Web application. 
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